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All involve a commitment to an integrated approach to democratization in which it is inextricably intertwined
with sustainable economic development, education, and conflict resolution. Some political scientists stress the
cultural norms of trust and tolerance which underlie democracy. However, it certainly is not something that
can be instituted overnight. The World Bank, for example, defines governance as "the manner in which power
is exercised in the management of a country's economic and social resources for development. During the 15th
century it was a part of the Ottoman Empire. The postcolonial governments were confronted with the difficult
task of starting state-building from scratch, and leading their citizens from the colonial political culture to a
new one. The English Civil War â€” was fought between the King and an oligarchic but elected Parliament,
[36] during which the idea of a political party took form with groups debating rights to political representation
during the Putney Debates of  In South Africa, although restrictions have been eased, newspapers still retain a
high degree of self-censorship. Only when states have civil constitutions establishing republics which
respected private property and a legal equality among citizens would true perpetual peace happen. In the
advanced industrialized democracies, that means building? Since [ edit ] According to a study by Freedom
House , in 67 countries where dictatorships have fallen since , nonviolent civic resistance was a strong
influence over 70 percent of the time. Things should be argued in public terms so that everyone can participate
on an equal basis. Therefore although many states may have witnessed a shift away from dictatorial rule
towards a form of governance offering a more liberal and democratic stance, this has not always concluded
with the construction of peaceful domestic and international relations. It took an extended period of time to
develop in the industrialized countries of Western Europe and North America. In some cases, it has resulted in
the undermining of societal changes conducive to democratisation, or in the growth of violent disorder in the
face of other entrenched and countervailing factors, such as traditions or ideologies whether tribal or religious
, in the given society. Democratization is important because of one of the most widely but not universally
accepted trends in international relations, known as the democratic peace. On the contrary, in several cases, it
put dictatorship before democracy to achieve its globalist objectives. To this end, I doubt that the efforts under
way in Nigeria would be an option for South Africa. The transition to democracy has also consisted of
negotiation between outgoing authoritarian and incoming democratic elites. This view was well argued by one
participant: "Initially, representation was territorially based, which is the basic system almost everywhere. To
this end, there was a strong sense among participants that donors need to address the linkages between the
economic and political reforms they suggest to African countries, particularly in relation to their compatibility
and sequencing. Corporations[ edit ] The concept of democratization can also be applied in corporations where
the traditional power structure was top-down direction and the boss-knows-best even a " Pointy-Haired Boss "
; This is quite different from consultation, empowerment of lower levels and a diffusion of decision making
power throughout the firm, as advocated by workplace democracy movements. Democratization is the process
whereby a country adopts such a regime. Finally, it should be pointed out that the reality of public policy does
not live up to the rhetoric about democratization in the industrialized democracies. The third factor cited is the
lack of sufficient critical education to enable the public to grasp easily the significance of democratic values
and practices, with responsibility and cross-cultural understanding and commitment. Yet the factor that has
frequently been overlooked is that this success rested a great deal on not only both countries being highly
homogeneous nations but also on their being at the same time totally defeated. Put simply, democracies do not
have wars with other democracies. Democratization of Latin America and the former Eastern Bloc is part of
this third wave. The rise of Islamic fundamentalism and its violent expression on September 11, illustrates an
inherent need to express oneself politically, and a democratic government or one with democratic aspects such
as political openness is quite necessary to provide a forum for political expression. It has been a stable
political and economic infrastructure for many western countries that has made the democratization method
successful and continues to be an aim for those countries that are currently non-democratic. Thus the question
of the essay can itself be criticised as some states will be more vulnerable to direct democratic rule than others
with the infrastructure able to sustain a representative government structure that would be more likely to
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facilitate the construction of peaceful relations. It was followed by a rise of dictatorships during the Interwar
period. The African Charter for Popular Participation in Development and Transformation, which was adopted
by the plenary, holds that the absence of democracy is a principal reason for the persistent development
challenges facing Africa: 6 We affirm that nations cannot be built without the popular support and full
participation of the people, nor can the economic crisis be resolved and the human and economic conditions
improved without the full and effective contribution, creativity, and popular enthusiasm of the vast majority of
the people. They need not to be a replica of those of a Western democracy, although one can argue that
competitive elections through universal suffrage, and institutions of the executive, parliament and judiciary to
ensure rights and freedoms of citizens and correspondingly define the exercise and limits of power, have
universal applicability. Most strikingly, they have fallen well short of creating a widely inclusive and
competitive system. In addition, Edward Said labels as 'orientalist' the predominantly Western perception of
"intrinsic incompatibility between democratic values and Islam". But, if we are aware of these dangers, I think
we can overcome them. In their transition, they have also had to contend with another development: US
globalist behaviour in the context of the Cold War and its aftermath. In this bubbling up process, these groups
would then try to extract necessities from the state in order to provide services. They made a plea for donors to
suggest steps that African countries could take that might help retrieve the stolen money deposited in foreign
accounts by these public officials.


